
Water-wise Tips
y    Conserve water when hand-washing dishes by 

partially filling the sink with soapy water and quickly 
rinsing dishes with a spray device or in a pan of 
warm water.

y    Clean vegetables in a partially filled sink rather than 
under a continuously running tap.

y    Steaming vegetables uses less water than boiling 
and conserves more of the vegetables’ nutrients.

y    Keep drinking water in the fridge rather than 
running tap water to get it cold.

y ���Install�a�low-flow�aerator on your tap to use up to 
25% less water.

Store it, don’t pour it
y    Do not dispose of solvents, chemicals, cleaners or cooking fat by pouring them down your 

drain. These can harm the environment and your drainage system. Check out epcor.com for 
more information on fats, oils and grease.

Drip, drop, stop
y    Regularly check faucets, pipes, taps and hoses for leaks and drips. Your local hardware store can 

provide information to help you fix most minor household plumbing issues.

For the dishwasher
y ���Water-efficient�dishwashers use less water and less energy than standard models.

y    Use full loads to save water and energy

y    Use the shortest wash cycle.

Save Water in the 

KITCHEN

QUeSTIonS?  Contact our conservation team at conservation@epcor.com or visit epcor.com.

EPCOR. Safe, reliable, high-quality water. 24 hours a day. 365 days a year. 
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With the selection of illustration to be used in EPCOR communications,  
some visual ‘traps’ must be avoided. The illustrations should not be too  
literal in the actions they convey. They are intended to portray abstract concepts 
not to be ‘instructional’. Example A  below, attempts to convey “use a handrail”  
as part of a safety message. In example B,  The illustration is complicated by  
the addition of a very literal portrayal of an EPCOR Utility bill. Example C,  
demonstrates the illustration style being used to represent a ‘real’ person,  
in this case a portrait of Greg Noddings.
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